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CAHIERS DE TOPOLOGIE

VOL. XXXIII - 4 (1992)

GÉOMÉTRIE DIFFÉRENTIELLE

ET

CATÉGORIQUES

HOMOTOPY COFIBRATIONS IN CAT
by Murray

HEGGIE

RESUME. Une classe de foncteurs ayant les principales propri6t6s des cofibrations au sens de la th6orie de 1’homotopie
est d6finie et 6tudi6e. En particulier, on montre que le
"pushout" d’une equivalence faible le long d’un foncteur
appartenant a cette classe est une equivalence faible.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to isolate a class of functors that have properties
analoguous to cofibrations in the sense of hom6topy theory. In particular, the class
of functors defined herein can serve as the basis for an axiomatic development of
homotopy theory in CAT using Anderson’s notion of a cofibration category [1].
1

Before describing in more detail the contents of this paper, some fundamental
notions for the homotopy theory of categories will be briefly recalled. Let X : C CAT be a CAT- valued diagram.Define a category

as

follows:

(C, x)

The

-

Objects

(C’, x’)

composite

of

are

CfX

are

pairs (C, x) where C

E C and

x

E

X(C). Maps

pairs

of two maps

(c, f )

and

(c’, f’)

is defined

by

evident projectionp: CfX- C. This construction enjoys a universal
will not be recapitulated here [2]. C f X is known variously as the
which
property
Grothendieck construction or the op-fibred category associated to X.
A functor F: A- B is called a weak equivalence if its image Nerve(F) under
Nerve is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets [3]. A category A is called weakly
contractzble if the unique map A - 1 from A to the terminal category is a weak
equivalence. Weak equivalences in the functor category (A,CAT) are defined point-

There is

an

wise.
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The property of the Grothendieck construction that is crucial in the sequel is
homotopy invariance: If O: X » Y is weak equivalence in (C, C.A?’) then the
induced map CfX-Cfy is a weak equivalence in CAT [5,10].
The definition of homotopy cofibrations in CAT given here is an adaptation to
the categorical context of the notion of a neighbourhood deformation retract in the
category of compactly generated spaces [11,p.22]. Closed inclusions are modelled
by coideals (§2) and deformation retracts by inclusions which admit coretractions
from the ideal generated by the image (§3). Functors of both types admit natural
categorical characterizations (cf. propositions 2.6 and 3.3). Once in possession
of a categorical characterization, it is a simple matter to establish stability under
pushout of each class (cf. corollaries 2.7 and 3.4). Strong coideals, the proposed
candidates for cofibrations in CAT, are functors in the intersection. It is shown in
§4-6 that strong coideals have the distinguishing features of homotopy cofibrations:
its

-

-

-

-

-

The pushout of a weak equivalence along a strong coideal is a weak equivalence.
The pushout of a strong coideal that is at the same time a weak equivalence
along an arbitrary map is a weak equivalence.
Pushouts along strong coideals are homotopy invariant.
Every map is isomorphic in the homotopy category to a strong coideal.
Modulo strong coideals, every map induces a long exact sequence in homo-

topy.
The properties of the class of strong coideals were developed in order to facilitate
the construction of homotopy colimits in presheaf categories. This application is
described in [6].
2 Coideals

2.1 Definition A functor I: A- B is

( 1)
(2)

full inclusion.
Whenever b : B- I(A) is
I is

a

coideal if

a

a

map in

B, b is in the image of I.

Dually, a functor J: A- B is an ideal if J is a full inclusion with the property
that every map J(A)- B in B whose domain is in the image of J is itself in the
image of J. If A and B are posets and I is an order preserving map, then I(A) C B
is an coideal in the usual sense.
2.2 Lemma The class of coideals in CAT is closed under strong retracts:
B is a coideal which fits into a commuting diagram
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if I :

A -

with P

idB, then J: A- C is a coideal.
Proof. A simple diagram chase establishes the claim
o

R

=

0

2.3 DefinitionLet F: A - B be a functor. The cylinder of F, CYL(F), is the
opfibred category associated to the diagram 2- CAT which sends the unique
non-identity arrow 0 --&#x3E; 1 E 2 to F.

Explicitly, objects of CYL(F)

are

pairs

( 1) (A, 0) where A E A
(2) (B, 1) where B E B
Maps in CYL(F) are defined by
and .
and .

There

are

L

and

L

and

evident functors i A : A - CYL(F) and pB : CYL(F) - B. On objects,
0). pB(A,0) = F(A) and PB (B, 1) = B. In each case, the extension to

LA (A) = (A,
straightforward.

maps is

2.4 Leinma

LA is a coideal 0

PB is a left. adjoint, left inverse.
Proof. The right adjoint, right inverse to pB sends B- B’ to (B,1) - ’(B’ , I) 0
2.6 Proposition I: A--&#x3E; B is a coideal if and only if I has the left lifting property
(LLP) with respect to all left adjoint, left inverses: there is a lifting K: B- C in
all diagrams of the form
2.5 Lemma

left adjoint, left inverse.
Proof. Let R denote the right adjoint, right inverse of P and let 71: idC-RoP
denote the unit of the adjunction. Assume that I is a coideal. Define a map
K: B - C by
where P is

a
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As I is a coideal by assumption, K is well-defined. It is readily verified that K is
a functor and that P o K = G. By construction, K o I = F.
For the converse, assume that J: A- B is a functor that has the LLP with
respect to all left adjoint, left inverses. Consider the commutative diagram

By assumption, there is a lifting K: B- CYL(J).
of the coideal IA. By a prior lemma, J is a coideal
2.7

Corollary The class of coideals

is

pushout

a

in CAT and I is

a

Therefore,

is stable under

coideal,

then I’ is

J is

a

strong

retract

0

a

pushout: if

coideal.

Proof. Using the universal property of the pushout, it is readily verified that I’ has
the LLP with respect to all left adjoint, left inverses 0
3

Strong coideals

3.1 Definition Let I: A- B be
the image of I.

a

functor.

I(A)

B denotes the ideal in B

gcnerated by
In
form

more

detail, I(A) . B is the

I(A)-

full

subcategory

of B

generated by

arrows

of the

B.

3.2 Definition Let A E CAT . The

cone

of A, Cone(A),

is the category

where 1 E CAT denotes the terminal category.
is the category obtained from A
object.There is an evident inclusion

Cone(A)
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by

free attachment of

a

strict initial

which, on objects, is defined by sending A
F:A-B,

E A to

(A, 0). Evidently, for any functor

com,mutes.
3.3 Proposition Let I: A- B be a functor. There is a coreflection R: I(A).B -+A if and only if for all categories C having a strict initial object 0, the induced

functor,
I* :
has

a

left adjoint, right

(CAT(., .)

CAT(B, C)-&#x3E; CAT(A, C)

inverse

denotes the CAT- valued

hom).

Proof. Before beginning the proof proper,
junction

I will

spell

out the

meaning

of the ad-

I* o I, = id. Explicity, for every functor F: A- C there is
functor I,(F): B--&#x3E; C such that 1,(F) o I = F and whenever there is a natural
transformation 0: F=&#x3E; Go I there is a unique natural transformation 0: I,(F) =&#x3E; G
such that 0.1 = 0.
Assume first that I, exists for any category C with strict initial object 0. Let J
denote the composite

where, in addition,
a

Let S

=

I(J) and let R

=

I’ (jA).

Let T : B-&#x3E;

Cone(CYL(I)) denote the composite
I

Since
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commutes,

By the universal property of S
formation

=

Il(jCYL(l) tA),
o

there is

a

unique

natural trans-

satisfying
For all B E B, T(B) is in the image of Cone(A) under Cone(tA)’ But Cone(tA) is a
coideal. Since, for every B E B, there is a map 0B: S(B)-&#x3E; T(B) in Cone(CYL(I)),
S(B) is also in the image of Cone(A) under Cone(tA). As Cone(iA). is a full
inclusion, S factors through Cone(cA). It follows that 0 can be viewed as a natural
transformation 0: S » R. On the other hand, by the universal property of R =
I! (j A), there is a unique natural transformation

satisfying
0

and O

are

inverses.

For,

on

the

one

hand,

By the universal property of R, the foregoing implies that 0 o 0 =
hand, by the same type of reasoning,

id. On the other

Consequently,
is the universal extension of

ICYL(I) LA along I: A -&#x3E; B. For each A E A, let
XA : (A, 0)
(I(A),1) E Cone(CYL(I)) be the map representing id : I(A) - I(A).
Then IXA I A E A} are the components of a natural transformation
o

-&#x3E;
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By the universal property of Cone(IA) o R, there is a unique natural transformation

satisfying
Let pB :

CYL(I) --&#x3E; B

denote the

projection.

pB satisfies

Then

and

Therefore, Cone(pB).Y is

natural transformation

Cone(I) oR =&#x3E; jB. As R o I =
I(A) . B. For, suppose to the contrary that
R(B) 0 for some B E I(A) - B. Then there is a map I(A) B in B. Since 0 is
a strict initial object in Cone(A), this would imply that jA(A)
R o I(A)
0. It
follows that R yields a functor I( A) . B -&#x3E; A by restriction and that Cone(pB).Y
a

jA : A - Cone(A), R(B) # 0 if B

E

=

--&#x3E;

=

restricts to

a

natural transformation

Note that if B ft I(A) . B, R(B) = 0. For suppose to the contrary that
for some Bo ft I(A) . B. Define S: B-&#x3E; Cone(A) on objects by

Define S

It is

=

on arrows

R(B0) # 0

by

readily verified that S is a functor. By construction, SoI=jA. As 0 is
object in Cone(A), there is no map in Cone(A),

a

strict

initial

A

fortiori, there

is

no

natural transformation R=&#x3E; S, in violation of the universal

property of R. An important consequence of the observation that R(B) = 0 if
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B £ I(A) - B is that the restriction of R to I(A) . B
I(A). B along the identity idA. Since

is the universal extension of

I: A-&#x3E;

fI(A) = id,(A)- Consequently, R.6: R =&#x3E; R is the identity by the universal property
of the restriction of R. As R o I = idA, this proves that ICB I B E I(A) . B} is the
counit of an adjunction
To prove the converse, assume that I : A-&#x3E; B admits a coreflection R: I(A).B .....
A. Let 6: IoR=&#x3E; idI(A).B be the counit of the adjunction. Let C be a category
with a strict initial object 0. Let F: A-&#x3E; C be any functor. Define a functor
G: B-&#x3E; C on objects by

On arrows, G is defined

It is
B E

readily verified that

by

G is indeed

a

functor.

Evidently,

G o I

=

F. Note

that, if

I(A). B,

since R o I = idA and I H R. I claim that G has the universal property defining
I!(F). To see this, assume that H: B-&#x3E; C is a functor and 0:G o I =&#x3E; H o I a
natural transformation. Define a natural transformation O : G » H by

The first clause in the definition of 0 is dictated by the definition of G. The second
clause is dictated by the requirement that §.1 = 0. For, assume that 0 is a natural
transformation satisfying 0.1 = 0. Since 0 is a natural transformation,
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tPloR(B) = OWB) and G(cB) = idFoR(B) when
) o 0R(B)’ Consequently, G has the universal

commutes. But, by assumption,
B E I(A) . B. Therefore, OB = H(EB

property defining L(F)

3.4 Corollary

P

Let I : A-&#x3E; B be

a

functor for which

there is

a

core fleciion R: I(A).

B - A. Let
E

be

a

pushout

in CAT. Then there is

commuies up to

a

natural

a

core,tlection R’ : I’(A’) . B’-&#x3E; A’

and

isomorphism

Let C be a category with a strict initial object 0. Applying the internal hom
CAT(., C) to the pushout diagram produces a pullback:

Proof.

By the previous proposition, I* is a right adjoint, left inverse 1,. But it is easly
proved that the pullback of a right adjoint, left inverse is a right adjoint, left inverse.
Therefore, (I’)* has a left adjoint, right inverse (I’)!. Moreover, the following square
is commutative:

By the previous proposition, the existence of (I’) for all categories C
initial object is equivalent to the existence of a coreflection
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having a strict

By the argument of the previous proposition, the coreflection R’ is the restriction
to I’(A’). B’ of the universal extension (I’)!(jA’). It follows that, if B E I(A) - B,

Let G: B -

Cone(A’) denote the composite (I’);(Cone(F)ojA).

diagram

commutes:

Since R

o

I

Then the following

= jA, Cone(F) o R o I
Cone(F) o jA = G o I. By the universal
a unique natural transformation 0: G » Cone(F) o R such
id. Recall that, if B E I(A) . B, R(B) - 0 and that the restriction
=

property of G, there is
that 0.I =
of R to I( A)

is the universal extension of I: A-&#x3E; I(A). B along the identity
0, hence for B 0 I(A) . B, Cone(F) o R(B) = 0. In virtue
of the natural transformation 0: G =&#x3E; Cone(F) o R, this implies that G(B) = 0
if B E I( A) . B. An important consequence of the observation that R(B) = 0 if
B E I( A) . B is that the restriction of R to I( A) . B is the universal extension of
I: A-&#x3E; I( A) . B along the identity idA . Arguing as for R, the restriction of G
enjoys the same universal property, mutatis mutandis, that G does. Next, assume
that B E I(A) . B. Let EB : I o R(B) -&#x3E;B denote the counit of the adjunction

.B

idA. Cone(F)

preserves

By naturality,

commutes. As R is a coreflection, R.c = id. Therefore,Cone(F) 0 R(EB) = id. Also,
0.1 = id. Therefore 0IoR(B) = id. It follows that OB o G(EB) = id for B E I(A) . B.
On the other hand, ((G-C) o 0)-I)A = G(CI(A)) 0 OI(A) = id for all A E A. By the
universal property of the restriction of G to I( A) . B, this implies that (G.E)o0 = id.
Therefore, 0 is a natural isomorphism
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But

Cone(F)

o

R

= jA o F o R. Thus 0 is

By restriction, 0 yields

as

required

natural

a

natural

isomorphism

isomorphism

0

3.5 Definition I: A-&#x3E; B is

coreflection R:

4

a

a

strong coideal if

a)

I is

a

coideal and

b)

there is

a

I(A).B-&#x3E; A.

By corollaries 2.7 and 3.4, the class of strong coideals is stable under pushout.
Hoinotopy pushouts

The lemmas which follow will be used in the derivation of the main theorem of
the present §. Let X: C-&#x3E; CAT be a CAT- valued diagram. Let F: C fX-&#x3E; B
be a functor. For each C E C, let c(C) : X(C)-&#x3E; C f X be the inclusion of the
fibre over C. Let B E B. The "homotopy fibre" of F o c(C) over B is the pullback

By varying C over

C

4.1 Lemma There is

Proof. Unpack

one

a

obtains

natural

the definitions

a

diagram

isomorphism

0

4.2 Lemma Let F - G : A - B. Let A E A. There is

a

natural

isomorphism

Proof. Let q: id =&#x3E; G o F be the unit of the adjunction. Define a mapping on
objects of F(A)/B by sending (b : F(A) -&#x3E; B, B) to (G(b) o nA : A -&#x3E; G(B), B).
Extending this mapping in the obvious way yields the required isomorphism 0
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4.3

Corollary

In the situation

Proof. A/G is isomorphic
4.4 Lemma

is

a

are

of the previous lemma, A/G

to the contractible

is contractible.

category F(A)/B 0

If

pullback,G is an opfibratzon, and F is a funcior whose homotopy fibres D/F
weakly equivalent to a point,then F’ is a weak equivalence.

Proof. [4,p.9]

0

4.5 Definition The

is the

opfibred category associated

Let X denote the

of the

homotopy pushoui of the diagram

to

(1).

homotopy pushout

objects of A,B, and A’.Maps in

of (1). The set of objects of X is the union

X

are

Let
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defined

by

be the

pushout

of

(1). By

the universal property of X there is

4.6 Theorem If, in (1), the funclor I is
G is a weak equivalence.

a

Proof. For each B’ E B’, let B’/G denote
objects of B’/G are pairs

a

canonical map

strong coideal, then the canonical functor
the

"homotopy fibre of G

over B"’. The

A map from (x: B’-&#x3E; G(X), X) to (y: B’ -. G(Y), Y) is an arrow z: X-&#x3E; Y E X
such that G(z) o x = y. By Quillens Theorem A [9,p.85], to show that G is a weak
equivalence, it is enough to prove that the unique map

to the terminal category 1 is a weak equivalence. By the stability of strong coideals
under pushout, I’ is a strong coideal. Moreover, the coretraction

can

be chosen

so

that

commutes.

Objects of the pullback B’

are the equivalence classes for the equivalence relation
the union |B U |A’| of the set of objects of B and A’ generated by B - A’ if
I(A) = B and F(A) = A’ for some A E A. Thus every object in B’ is either of the
form I’(A’) for some (necessarily unique) A’ E A’ or of the form F’(B) for some
B E B, B E Image.(I). First consider the case that B = I’(A’). It will be shown
that there is a chain of weak equivalences connecting I’(A’)/G and the contractible
category A’/A’. By the lemma, there is an isomorphism between I’(A’)/G and the
homotopy pushout of
~

on
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since G o ¿(A’) = I’, G o i(B) = F’, and G o t(A) = I’
denote the inclusion. Then there is an isomorphism

o

F. Let J:

I(A) . B -&#x3E;

B

F’(B), B) be an object of I’(A’)/F’. Then B E I(A).B.
If B E Image(I), there is nothing to show.
Suppose that B £ Image(I). As I is an inclusion, F’(B) = {B}. Thus un is a map
in B, say un : Bo - B. If n
0, then Bo is equivalent to A’. But then Bo I(A)
for some A E A. Hence,B E I(A) - B. If n &#x3E; 0 and Bo 0 Image(I), (u0, ... , un-1)
is a representative of a map I’(A’)
F’(Bo). By induction, Bo E I(A) - B. But
then B E I(A) . B as well.

To see this, let (u :
Let (uo, ... , un) is

I’(A’

a

-

representative of u.
=

=

-&#x3E;

There is

To

see

a

this,

weak

equivalence

note that there is

an

isomorphism

in virtue of the

adjunction

Thus there is

commuting diagram

As R’

o

F’

satisfying

=

the

a

F o R

by (2), there is

of pullback squares

a

unique

map

commutativity properties required

property of the pullback
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for satisfaction of the universal

Since the outermost square of

and all inner squares of

are

(5)

(5)

and

is

(6)

equal

save

to the outermost square of

possibly

is also a pullback. Since R is
contractible. As the forgetful functor

pullbacks, (7)

A/R,

are

weak equivalence, proving (4).
As I’ is full and faithful, there

are

right adjoint, the homotopy fibres
A’/F-&#x3E; A is an opfibration, Q is a
a

isomorphisms

By the homotopy invariance of the Grothendieck construction [5,10], the weak equivalences (3),(4), and (8) induce a weak equivalence from V to the homotopy pushout
W of the diagram

collapsing functor which identifies
homotopy equivalence with the cylinder

The

the two

copies of A’/F

C W induces

a

The latter is in turn homotopy equivalent to A’/A’, a contractible category.
Next consider the case that B’= F’(B) for some B £ B,B E Image(I). As
before, there is an isomorphism
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where V is the

homotopy pushout of

As B 0 Image(I) by assumption, F’(B)E Image(I’). As I’ is a coideal, this implies
that F’(B)/I’=O, the initial category. Likewise, F’(B)/I’ o F
0. Consequently,
=

V is the

homotopy pushout

of

By inspection, the homotopy pushout of the latter diagram is isomorphic to
F’(B)/F’. But F’(B)/F’ is isomorphic to the contractible category B/B. Suppose
first that (u : F’(B)-&#x3E; F’(Bo), Bo) is an object of F’(B)/F’. Then B0 E Image(I).
To prove this, assume that Bo E Image(I), say Bo
I(A) for A E A. Then
=

As I’ is

coideal, this implies that F’(B)

E Image(I’). It follows that B E Image(I),
the choice of B. As Bo 0 Image(I), F’(Bo) = {B0}. Let u: {B}-&#x3E;
{B0} be a map in B’. Using the fact that I and I’ are coideals, it is readily verified
that u lifts to a unique map B-&#x3E; Bo in B. 0
a

contradicting

The proof of the next
preceding theorem.

theorem

is,

mutatis

mutandis, identical

to the

proof of the

4.7 Theorem Let

be a pushout. Assume that
homotopy pushout of

to B’ is

a

weak

equivalence

I and J

are

coideals. Then the canonical map

0
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from the

5

Applications
This § enumerates

pushouts

the- principal corollaries of the two theorems on
in C.AT . Most notably, pushouts along strong coideals are

homotopy
homotopy

invariant.
5.1

be

I’

a

Proposition

pushout.

(F’ resp.)

Proof.

Let

Assume that I is a strong coideal. Then
a weak equivalence.

Let X be the

and let Y be the

There is

a

if I (F)

is

a

weak

equivalence,

is

homotopy pushout

of the

diagram

homotopy pushout of

natural transformation 0 from the first diagram to the second whose
are the vertical arrows in the following diagram:

components

0 induces a map H: X - Y. By the homotopy invariance of the Grothendieck
construction , H is a weak equivalence. Consider the diagram
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where G is the canonical map. By the main result on homotopy push outs, G is a
weak equivalence. pA’, the projection on A’ is an adjoint. A fortiori, PA’ is a weak
equivalence. Likewise, K, the collapsing functor which identifies the two copies of
A C CYL(F), is right adjoint to the evident inclusion CYL(F)-&#x3E; X. Hence K is
also a weak equivalence. A straightforward diagram chase shows that

By saturation of the class of weak equivalences, I’ is a weak equivalence. An exactly
analoguous argument can be used to show that if F is a weak equivalence, F’ is
weak

0

equivalence

The second theorem
5.2

on

homotopy pushouts

has

an

analoguous corollary.

Let

Proposition

I

pushout diagram. Assume that both
equivalence, I’ is a weak equivalence.

be

a

I and J

are

coideals.

Then, if I

Proof. The proof parallels the proof of the previous proposition

is

a

weak

0

6 Factorizations

The purpose of this § is to establish the ubiquity, up to homotopy, of strong
coideals. A second aim is to show that, modulo strong coideals which are weak
equivalences, every functor induces a long exact sequence in homotopy.
6.1

the

Proposition
form F P o
=

Let F: A-&#x3E; B be a functor. Then F admits a factorization
I where P is a homotopy equivalence and I is a strong coideal.

proof proceeds in stages. Let F:
category associated with the diagram
The

Explicitly, objects

of C

are

A-&#x3E; B be

pairs (A,i) where A
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a

functor. Let C be the

E A and i E

{0,1,2}

of

opfibred

or are

of the

form B E B.

Maps

are

defined

by

Let I: A-&#x3E; C be the evident inclusion defined
6.2 Lemma I is

a

coideal

6.3 Lemma I admits

front the ideal
C

map

is

objects by I(A) = (A, 0).

0

coretraction

generates in C.

I(A) - C be a map in I(A).C. Then, by the definition of C, C (A’, 0)
(A’, 1) for some A’ E A. In either case, I(A) -&#x3E; C is represented by a unique
a: A -&#x3E; A’ E A. Define R(I(A) -&#x3E; C)
a.The verification that

Proof.
or

it

a

on

Let

=

=

=

straightforward

0

In other words, I is a strong coideal. This proves the first part of the
Let D be the opfibred category associated with the diagram

Define

Q:

C-&#x3E; D

on

objects by
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proposition.

6.4 Lemma

Proof.
In

Q is

inverse.

Let J: D - C be the evident inclusion. Then

particular, Q is a homotopy equivalence.

which identifies

Proof.

Let K:

and

(A,1)

6.5 Lemma R is

In

left adjoint, left

a

a

(A, 2)

R is

a

6.6 Lemma Let PB:

J and

Let R: D-&#x3E;

Q o J = id

0

CYL(F) be the functor

for all A E A.

right adjoint, left

inverse.

be the evident inclusion. It is

CYL(F} -&#x3E; D

particular,

Q -I

readily verified that

homotopy equivalence.

CYL(F)-&#x3E;

B be the

projection

introduced earlier. pB is

a

homotopy equivalence.
Proof. As before, let iB: B define 0c by

{0c}

are

the components of

a

CYL(F) denote the inclusion.

For each C E

CYL(F),

natural transformation

id,pB and LB are homotopy inverses 0
As each of pB,Q, and R is a homotopy equivalence, the composite pB o Q o R is
also a homotopy equivalence. Let A E A. Then
As,in addition,

pB

This finishes the

o

iB

=

proof of the second part

of the

proposition

0

Strong coideals can be used to show that, in the homotopy category, every map
distinguishing property of a fibration. Specifically, let Sd: (A’P, Sets)
(A°P, Sets) denote Kan’s simplicial subdivision functor [K]. Let Cat: (A°P, Sets)
CAT denote the left adjoint to Nerve [3]. The proof of the main result makes use
has the

-&#x3E;

--;

of the next three lemmas.
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6.7 Lemma Let i : Y-&#x3E; X E (0°p, Sets) be a monomorphism. Then Cat o Sd2(i)
is a strong coideal. If, in addition, i is a weak equivalence, then Cat o Sd2(i) is also
a weak equivalence.

Proof. [4,p.93]

0

6.8 Lemma Let

{Ia: Ca -&#x3E; Da I

a

E

A}

be

collection

a

which admits

of coideals

coreflection
Then the induced map

has the same property.
weak equivalence.

If, for

each

a

E

A, Ia is

Proof. ,[4,p.79]

0

6.9 Leinma Let

{In: An-&#x3E; An+1|n &#x3E; 01

be the map induced

a

eqvivalence,

collection

then

of strong

11 la is

coideals. Let

If each In

ia

weak

a

equivalence,

I is

a

weak

equivalence.

D

Let F: A-&#x3E; B be

a

functor. Let

F-1(B)

denote the

pullback

picks out B E B. In other words, F-1 (B) is the fibre of F
6.10 Definition F is a quasifibration if for all B E B, the sequence

where B : 1

induces

a

-&#x3E;

B

long exact

In other

a

by

Then I is a strong coideal.

Proof. [4,p.80]

be

weak

a

sequence of homotopy groups

words, Nerve(F)

is

a

simplicial quasifibration.
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over

B.

6.11 Proposition Every functor F : A-&#x3E; B admits a factorization F = PoI where
I is a strong coideal and a weak equivalence and P is a quasifibration.

Proof.

Let

denote the k-horn
functor

[3,p.60].

As Cat

o

Sd2 (Ak(n)) is finite and connected, the hom-

sequential limits,i.e. Cat o Sd2(Ak(n)) is small to borrow Quillen’s
terminology [9,p.34]. By Quillen’s small object argument [9,p.34], it follows that
commutes with

any functor F: A --i B has

right lifting property (RLP)

factorization of the form F = P o I where P has the
with respect to the collection

a

By Quillen’s argument, I is in the closure of the collection

pushout, formation of coproducts, and formation of countable sequential
By previous results, I is a strong ideal and a weak equivalence. It remains
to prove that P induces a long exact sequence in homotopy. Since Sd has a right
adjoint Ex [7,p. 460],Cat o Sd2 has a right adjoint EX2 o Nerve. In virtue of the
adjunction, Ex2 o Nerve(P) has the RLP with respect to the collection

under
limits.

In other

words,Ex2 o Nerve(P)

where X E

(0°P, Sets)

and

is

a

Kan fibration

HOM(.,.)

is the

[3,p.65]. By definition,

(0°p, Sets)-valued

hom. In par-

ticular, Ex(X)(0) = HOM(Sd(A(n)),X)= X(0), the set of 0-simplices of X.
Consequently, Ex2 o Nerve(B)(0) Nerve(B)(0). Let B E B. Then B is a 0simplex of Nerve(B) and hence of Ex2 o Nerve(B). As Ex2 o Nerve is a right
adjoint, Ex2 o Nerve commutes with inverse limits. In particular, the pullback
diagram defining the fibre P-1(B) is carried into a pullback
=

312

In

short,

There is

natural transformation

a

whose components
are

weak

equivalences [7,p.455].

Let C E

P-1 (B) .

Consider the

diagram:

As Ex2 o Nerve(P-1(B))= (EX2 o Nerve(P))-1(B), the right hand column is
As the horizontal arrows are weak equivalences, the left hand
a fibre sequence.
column induces a long exact sequence in homotopy. This finishes the proof that P
is a quasfibration CI
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